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The Problem
• Humans have always adapted to environmental 

changes through experimentation and innovation.  

• Today, in a social context of vast inequality and 
unevenness of development, we must learn how 
to adapt through experimentation and innovation, 
and disseminate successful adaptations, at a rate 
and scale unprecedented in human history. 

• How?  



–Prof Sheila Jasanoff, Kennedy School of Government, 
Harvard University

“I think that in a new era of innovation in the 21st 
Century equal attention needs to be given to the 

social and material sources of changing the ways in 
which we live…But for that, ways will have to be 
found to compile experience and deep-seated 

knowledge of systems, not just data-points and not 
just statistics” 



Overview
• My background 

• Origins of SEVeN  

• Theoretical orientations 

• Identity theory 

• Adaptive muddling 

• Sustainability Transitions 

• Introducing SEVeN 

• Challenges



My background
• Sociology PhD (environment 

and social psych) 

• Digital democracy 

• Health social movements and 
contested environmental 
illnesses  

• Bhopal and the global anti-
toxics movement 

• Urban sustainability 

• Sustainability transitions



Origins of SEVeN
• Environment, Technology & Sustainable 

Development, an international 
conference at IIITM-Gwalior 

• Conversations with Pradip Swarnakar 
over: 

• Rigid mechanisms of international 
funding 

• Hierarchies of Indian institutions 

• Disconnectedness of case study 
research



Theoretical Orientations

• Identity theory 

• Adaptive muddling 

• Sustainability transitions



Identity theory

• Willingness to experiment and adapt is partially 
correlated to identity flexibility 

• Sustainability experiments will diffuse and take root 
initially where there is the most identity flexibility 

• What will be the communication mechanisms 
providing the knowledge transfer essential to diffusion 
of sustainability experiments?



“Plants can’t run away so they have to be able to solve their 
environmental problems by changing the organism that they are”  

–Ian Baldwin, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology

Identity and Communication



Adaptive muddling
• “[m]uddling is a process characterized by...a 

tendency to compromise, and an avoidance of 
significant bold or visionary steps” (290).  

• Adaptive muddling is the more urgent and 
potentially transformative form of the age-old 
tradition of “muddling through” in which humans 
constantly experiment but without straying far 
from the results of past changes (De Young and 
Kaplan 2012)



Adaptive muddling
• Adaptive muddling “emphasizes not small steps but 

small experiments. It offers a way of simultaneously 
exploring several possible solutions thus avoiding 
the sluggishness that plagues one-solution-at-a-time 
approaches…Different people applying different 
knowledge to the same situation creates a variety of 
potential solutions” (De Young, 1999: 602).  

• Adaptive muddling empowers people to co-design 
and co-produce experiments that contribute to new 
forms of knowledge in a changing world.



Sustainability transitions
• “Sustainable Transitions” research addresses the need 

to rethink our conventional model of development with 
the aim of sustainable transformation in mind.  

• Our…work aims towards greater environmental, 
economic and social sustainability, in part, through 
changes in institutional governance.   

• Institutional regulatory and policy drivers and barriers, 
economic valuation, technical innovation and 
consumption form the core concepts for our work. 
(Imperial College London)



Sustainability transitions
• Sociotechnical regimes (Geels 2002)  

Webs of inter-linking actors across different 
social groups and communities following a set of 
rules, includes the following dimensions:  

• technology 
• user practices and application 
• the symbolic meaning of technology 
• infrastructure 
• policy and techno-scientific knowledge



Image based on Geels (2002), available at: 
http://reliabilityweb.com/index.php/articles/

Assessing_Transitions_to_Benchmark_Performance_A_Multi-Level_Perspecti/

http://reliabilityweb.com/index.php/articles/Assessing_Transitions_to_Benchmark_Performance_A_Multi-Level_Perspecti/


Sustainability transitions
• Sociotechnical niches  

“a protected space where suboptimally performing 
experiments can develop away from regime selection 
pressures” (Seyfang and Haxeltime 2012) 

• Research focus tends to be market- and policy-oriented: 

• how policies create niches; and/or  

• how policies protect niches so niche experiments can 
scale up for market competitiveness and drive regime 
change



http://systeminnovationforsustainability.com/2011/07/07/some-questions-about-system-innovation/

http://systeminnovationforsustainability.com/2011/07/07/some-questions-about-system-innovation/


Sustainability transitions
• Researchers at Universities of East Anglia and Sussex (see 

Seyfang and Smith [2007]) are among few interested in 
grassroots innovations, particularly: 

• “innovative networks of activists and organisations that lead 
bottom-up solutions for sustainable development; solutions 
that respond to the local situation and the interests and values 
of the communities involved. In contrast to the greening of 
mainstream business, grassroots initiatives tend to operate in 
civil society arenas and involve committed activists who 
experiment with social innovations as well as using greener 
technologies and techniques” (page 585). 

• Examples include furniture-recycling schemes, cohousing, 
local food projects, and complementary currencies 



What is SEVeN?
• Gist of the problem: 
 
How to accelerate experimentation and innovation so as to 
adapt sustainable practices in a rapidly changing world 

• What’s required? 

• Experiments (at grassroots level, especially those 
decoupled from NGOs or other institutions) 

• Documentation of successful and unsuccessful experiments 

• Exchange of knowledge derived from experiments 



What is SEVeN?
• SEVeN aims to  

• aggregate existing sustainability experiment 
knowledge and facilitate accumulation of new 
knowledge as it emerges; 

• Organize and structure this unstructured data to 
facilitate synthesis and analysis 

• Make the data (i.e., knowledge) accessible for 
ease of dissemination



How?
• Experiments and documentation 

• Experiments are occurring and researchers are 
documenting them in case study research 

• Most case studies select successful experiments, 
case studies of failures are needed 

• Exchange of knowledge 

• Link case study findings and standardize key 
elements in a database



Conceptual Challenges

• What qualifies as a "sustainability experiment?" 



Conceptual Challenges
• What is the ideal scale of the sustainability 

experiments that should be documented? 

• Individual 

• Household 

• Neighborhood 

• Community



Conceptual Challenges
• What are the key variables for which data should be 

collected?  

• domain of experiment (e.g., food, energy, water, 
transportation) 

• cost of experiment?  
• speed of implementation?  
• level of technical knowledge required? 
• levels of social capital? 
• identify flexibility?



Implementation Challenges

• How to populate the database 

• academic case studies are a start, but 
laypeople would need to be incentivized to 
add their experiments 



Implementation Challenges

• How to accommodate multiple types of 
unstructured data 

• Academic case studies alone are unstructured 
and in multiple formats and media 

• How can laypeople’s experiments be entered 
if literacy, technology or other barriers exist?  



Implementation Challenges

• How to structure unstructured data? 

• To be accessible, searchable, and ultimately 
useful, the database must structure the data 
without imposing discipline-specific or other 
academic categories on it 



Implementation Challenges

• How to determine best data formats for 
dissemination 

• Will database users access data via 
computers, web, smartphones or other 
platforms? 



Other models

• weADAPT 
(weadapt.org) 

• Our Place on Earth TRAC2 Toolkit  
(ourplaceonearth.org/toolkit/)

http://weadapt.org
http://www.ourplaceonearth.org/toolkit/


weadapt.org

http://weadapt.org


Our Place on Earth TRAC2 Toolkit



Our Place on Earth TRAC2 Toolkit

Toolkit Goals!
1. Identify case studies that exemplify trans-

formational community change  
  

2.Generate knowledge and build capacity that is shared 
beyond a narrow community of specialists  
  

3. Identify practical tools that climate change 
practitioners can use to support community-led 
resilience strategies 
  

4.Contribute to overcoming the challenges of climate 
change by providing motivation for action 
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